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	Local developments reflect global forces, and global forces are in turn

	shaped by these local developments. Consider the Trump administration

	that entered office in January 2017. It seems clear that Trump’s somewhat

	surprising victory was due in part to support from workers in key Rust Belt

	states who had seen their jobs disappear as a consequence of global

	competition and trade. Trump’s promise to “make America great again”

	held considerable appeal to these voters as the promise seemed to indicate

	that Trump could revitalize manufacturing employment in the American

	Midwest. Trump’s unlikely victory in the 2016 election is in turn shaping

	and reshaping the global economy. Since entering office, Trump has been

	a rather disruptive force for the international trade system. He almost

	immediately withdrew the United States from the Trans-Pacific

	Partnership trade agreement, he initiated a sweeping review of the World

	Trade Organization, and he began to renegotiate the North American Free

	Trade Agreement with Mexico and Canada. The outcomes from these

	processes that Trump has initiated will shape the American economy and

	in doing so will probably have an impact on the outcome of the 2020

	presidential election.





	More broadly, Trump’s election and the subsequent trade policy

	initiatives he has embraced highlight the extent to which our ability to

	understand the global economy requires knowledge of politics as well as

	economics. For globalization is not a spontaneous economic process: it is

	built on a political foundation. Governments share a broad consensus on

	core principles; core principles inform the elaboration of specific rules.

	Specific rules establish international institutions—the World Trade

	Organization, the World Bank, and the International Monetary Fund.

	These international institutions in turn facilitate a political process through

	which governments reduce barriers to global exchange and create common

	rules to regulate other elements of the global economy. This political

	system—the foundation and the process—has enabled businesses to

	construct the network of international economic linkages that constitute

	the economic dimension of globalization. Understanding the global

	economy, therefore, requires a political economy approach: we must study

	its political as well as its economic dimensions.
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IPv6 in Practice: A Unixer's Guide to the Next Generation InternetSpringer, 2010

	Back in early 2000 I first tried to get seriously started with IPv6. But I

	couldn’t find any documentation that helped me to understand how to make

	it work in my usual environment. Being swamped with work at my then job

	I eventually gave up, frustrated for the first time.





	In 2002 Silvia Hagen published the...
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Japan's Great Stagnation: Financial and Monetary Policy Lessons for Advanced EconomiesMIT Press, 2006
After experiencing spectacular economic growth and industrial development for much of the postwar era, Japan plunged abruptly into recession in the early 1990s and since then has suffered a prolonged period of economic stagnation, from which it is only now emerging. Japan's malaise, marked by recession or weak economic activity, commodity and asset...
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Software Engineering: A Practitioner's ApproachMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	When computer software succeeds—when it meets the needs of the people who use
	it, when it performs flawlessly over a long period of time, when it is easy to modify
	and even easier to use—it can and does change things for the better. But when software
	fails—when its users are dissatisfied, when it is error prone, when...
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The Geotourism Industry in the 21st Century: The Origin, Principles, and Futuristic ApproachApple Academic Press, 2020

	
		Here is an engaging overview of the development of, definition of, and approach to modern geotourism, a growing movement to help sustain and showcase the distinctive geographical characteristics of many places around the world. This volume provides a clear conceptual framework with illustrative examples from all corners of the world...
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Parallel and Distributed Programming Using C++Addison Wesley, 2003
          Parallel and Distributed Programming Using C++ provides an up-close look at how to build software that can take advantage of multiprocessor computers. Simple approaches for programming parallel virtual machines are presented, and the basics of cluster application development are...
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Managing the Design Process-Implementing Design: An Essential Manual for the Working DesignerRockport Publishers, 2010

	
		Managing the Design Process—Implementing Design focuses on design implementation and execution. This is where design ideas become real, tangible goods...
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